LETTER Reply to Vilar et al.: Sleep or hide, better for survival anytime Although Vilar et al. (1) found our results (2) interesting, they claimed that our explanation is flawed. Our primary purpose was to show, despite preservation biases in our fossil mammal dataset, that small mammals have a lower genus and species turnover rate than large mammals (2). Our dataset represents a range of habitats, from subtropical to temperate, and from closed to open, changing through both space and time (3-5). Given the same changing environmental backdrop over the same geologic time period, and given our clear result that small mammals as a group have lower turnover rates, we further suggested that there is a subset of long-lived small mammal taxa in our data that are possibly more buffered against environmental change because of their physiologicalbehavioral attributes [sleep or hide (SLOH)]. Because we could not directly observe these attributes, we used a ''nearest relative approach'' to infer the presence or absence of SLOH traits for all genera (both large and small) in our database, wherever this approach was applicable (2).
